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Abstract. News articles express information by concentrating on
named entities like who, when, and where in news. Whereas, extract-
ing the relationships among entities, words and topics through a large
amount of news articles is nontrivial. Topic modeling like Latent Dirichlet
Allocation has been applied a lot to mine hidden topics in text analy-
sis, which have achieved considerable performance. However, it cannot
explicitly show relationship between words and entities. In this paper,
we propose a generative model, Entity-Centered Topic Model(ECTM)
to summarize the correlation among entities, words and topics by taking
entity topic as a mixture of word topics. Experiments on real news data
sets show our model of a lower perplexity and better in clustering of enti-
ties than state-of-the-art entity topic model(CorrLDA2). We also present
analysis for results of ECTM and further compare it with CorrLDA2.
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1 Introduction

With the popularization of the Internet, reading online news has become an
elementary activity in people’s daily life. Named entities which refer to names,
locations, time, and organizations play critical roles in conveying news semantics
like who, where and what etc. In today’s fast-paced life, capturing the seman-
tic relationships between news and entities can help people to understand and
explore news. It has abroad applications such as news summarization, multiple
dimensional news search and news event extraction.

Recently, there is growing interest and lots of valuable researches in finding
and analyzing entities mentioned in news using topic models. In [1], a genera-
tive entity-topic model is proposed to combine context information and topics
for entity linking given global knowledge. [2] use nonparametric topic models
and hierarchial topic models for entity disambiguation respectively. [3] presents
a named entity topic model for named entity query, specifically finding related
topics given a set of related entities. Though entity topic models have been
widely used in many applications, in this paper, we focus on extracting relation-
ships between entities and news article, which can be applied in the applications
mentioned above.
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Figure 1 (a)-(c) illustrates different dependencies between entities and topics
of previous topic models. As shown in Figure 1(a), LDA [4] can also be extended
to detect interaction between entities and topics, but it cannot model the rela-
tionship between words and entities. Figure 1(b) illustrates ETM [5] modeling
the generative process of a word given its topic and entity information, but it
does not cover relationship among entities. As we can see from Figure 1(c),
David Newman et al. propose entity topic model, called CorrLDA2, modeling
word topic as a distribution over entity topics [6]. The model can cluster entities
and explicitly show word topic related entity topics, while experimental results
show unreasonable clustering of entities. In this paper, we propose an entity-
centered topic model, ECTM shown in Figure 1(d) to model entity topics as
mixtures of word topics. ECTM clusters entities better and obviously mines cor-
relation among entities, words and topic, specifically entities-related word topics.
The intuition underlying the idea is when writing a news article, usually person,
time and location are determined first, then topics are generated by expanding
around these entities.

Fig. 1. Different Dependencies in News Modeling

In this paper, with the intuition that entities play a critical role in news
articles and the content is usually generated around entities, we propose an
entity-centered topic model, ECTM to model entities and topics from a large
news articles set. Entity groups and entities-related word topics are demonstrated
explicitly.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

– We propose an entity-centered topic model, ECTM to model generation of
news articles by sampling entities first, then words.

– We give evidence that ECTM is better in clustering entities than CorrLDA2
by evaluation of average entropy and sKL.

– We apply ECTM on real news articles sets to analyze entity groups, also
named entity topics and entities-related word topics. We also present analysis
and further compare with entity topic model(CorrLDA2).
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in section
2. In section 3, we will define problem and describe ECTM in detail. Experiments
and analysis will be given in section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.

2 Related Work

In early days, documents are represented as a vector of TF-IDF vlues[7]. In 1990,
latent semantic indexing(LSI) [8] was presented to avoid missing related articles
but with no keywords occurrence. With further probabilistic theory considered,
Hofmann comes up with probabilistic LSI(pLSI)[9] for document modeling. The
key idea underlying LDA [4] is that a document is a bag of words, which can
be considered as a mixture of latent topics with each topic a distribution over
words. Documents are represented as a distribution over K topics, having fea-
tures reduced compared with TF-IDF representation. In comparison with pLSI,
LDA has its merits in parameter estimation and inference.

A lot of topic models have been derived from LDA to meet various scenarios.
Author Topic (AT) model [10] incorporates authors in LDA to model authors in
different communities, where authors in same community have common interest.
In academic searching and analysis, Author Conference Topic (ACT) model is
proposed to simultaneously model topical aspects of papers, authors, and publi-
cation venues [11]. David Andrzejewski et al. incorporate domain knowledge into
LDA to maximize the utilization of domain knowledge [12]. [6] presents a sta-
tistical entity topic model, CorrLDA2, modeling entities and topics, where word
topics are mixtures of entity topics. However, it cannot meet certain scenar-
ios, for example, presenting entity topic’s distribution over word topics directly.
Some improvements aim at modeling correlation among topics, such as correlated
topic model (CTM) [13], Pachinko allocation model(PAM)[14] and even hierar-
chical Pachinko allocation model (HPAM)[15], hierarchical LDA (hLDA)[16] for
learning hierarchical topic relationships. Gibbs sampling [17] is a widely-used
alternative to variational method for topic model’s inference.

Named entity has become a catch eye word currently. Various aspects of
named entities including named entity recognition, entity linking, entity res-
olution have been researched. [18] recognizes and finds relationships between
named entities in web pages. We address entity-centered summarization of the
news articles set by utilizing ICTCLAS 1 for entity recognition. In terms of entity
linking, [19] links named entities with knowledge base via semantic knowledge.
As our model can enrich semantic information related with the given entity, it
definitely can be applied in entity linking.

3 Models

In this section, we describe three graphical entity topic models for news modeling.
We begin with existing topic models, LDA and CorrLDA2. Then we discuss

1 http://www.nlpir.org/
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about our proposed model, ECTM. All models discussed in this paper treat
documents as bag of words. We first introduce some basic notations used in
graphical models.

Table 1. Notation Definition

notation defination

K,K̃ number of word topics, number of entity topics

θ topic distribution of document

Ψ super topic distribution over topic distribution

β,β̃ word distribution, entity distribution

α,η,η̃,μ prior of θ, β,β̃,Ψ

M number of documents in news articles collection

Nd number of words and entities in document d

N ,Ñ number of words, entities in a document

3.1 Previous Models

We illustrate LDA in Figure 2(a) where entities are identical to words. After
post-processing, we can extract relationships between entities and topics. LDA
models documents mixtures of topics which are mixtures of words. For each word,
the model generates a topic according to multinomial distribution. Specifically,
it generates a document in the following process:

1. For each d ∈ D
– sample topic distribution θ ∼ Dir(α)
– for all topics t = 1, 2, ...K,sample word distribution β ∼ Dir(η)

2. For each word w ∈ d
– sample a topic z ∼ Multi(θ)
– sample a word w ∼ Multi(β)

Figure 2(b) presents statistical entity topic model, CorrLDA2, where words
are sampled before entities. For each entity, it samples a super word topic first,
then sample an entity topic. Therefore, the modelling results reveal word topic
related different groups of entities. Another difference is that CorrLDA2 allows
different topic numbers for word topic and entity topic. The generative process
of it is as follows:

1. For all d ∈ D sample θd ∼ Dir(α)
2. For all t = 1, 2, ...,K word topics sample βt ∼ Dir(η) and ψt ∼ Dir(μ)
3. For all t = 1, 2, ...K̃ entity topics sample β̃t ∼ Dir(η̃)
4. For each word w ∈ d

– sample a topic z ∼ Mult(θd)
– sample an word w ∼ Mult(βd)

5. For each entity e ∈ d
– sample a super word topic x ∼ Mult(z1, z2, ..., zK)
– sample an entity topic z̃ ∼ Mult(ψx)
– sample an entity e ∼ Mult( ˜betaz̃)
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Fig. 2. Graph Representation of Previous Models

3.2 Entity-Centered Topic Model

With the intuition that entity play a pivotal role in news articles, we propose a
new entity topic model, entity-centered topic model, ECTM. ECTM is similar
with CorrLDA2 but differs from it mainly in sampling order of entity and word.
With our model, entity topic contains a mixture of groups of words, for example,
an entity topic of earthquake places may include word topics of earthquake dis-
aster situation, personnel recovery, reconstruction of city and tsunami. However,
previous models cannot produce such modelling results.
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Fig. 3. Graph Representation of ECTM
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Figure 3 illustrates our ECTM. In detail, ECTM models a news article fol-
lowing the generative process:

1. For all d ∈ D sample θd ∼ Dir(α)
2. For all entity topics t̃ = 1, 2, ...K̃, sample β̃t ∼ Dir(η̃) and ψ ∼ Dir(μ)
3. For all word topics t = 1, 2, ...K, sample β ∼ Dir(η)
4. For each entity e ∈ d

– sample an entity topic z ∼ Multi(θ̃) according to Equation 1
– sample an entity e ∼ Multi(β̃)

5. For each word w ∈ d
– sample a super entity topic x ∼ Multi(z̃1, z̃2, ..., z̃K̃)
– sample a topic z ∼ Multi(ψ) according to Equation 2
– sample a word w ∼ Multi(β)

According to the graphical model of ECTM, we infer the equations of full
conditional probabilities used in gibbs sampling as follows.

p(z̃i = k̃|ei = e, z̃¬i, e¬i, α, β̃) ∝

N k̃
m̃¬i

+ α∑k̃′=K̃
k̃′=1 N k̃′

m̃¬i
+ K̃α

·
Ne

k̃¬i
+ β̃∑e′=Ṽ

e′=1 Ne′
k̃¬i

+ Ṽ β̃
.

(1)

p(zi = k, x = k̃|wi = w, z¬i, z̃, w¬i, β) ∝

N k̃
m̃ + 1

N + K̃
·

Nk
k̃¬i

+ μ∑
k′ Nk′

k̃¬i
+Kμ

·
Nw

k¬i
+ β∑w′=V

w′=1 Nw′
k¬i

+ V β
.

(2)

3.3 Time Complexity

Gibbs Sampling is a widely used algorithm for probabilistic models. We assume
the iteration times is t and the total words and entities in the document set are
N and Ñ , then for LDA, the time is O(t(N + Ñ)). For CorrLDA2, as for each
entity, we will first sample a super word topic, then an entity topic, thus the time
is O(tN + 2tÑ). Similarly, ECTM consumes time O(tÑ + 2tN), where number
of words, N is usually much bigger than entity number Ñ . Therefore, ECTM is
usually more time-consuming than previous models.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experiment Setup

To cover various kinds of news articles set, we collect three data sets from News-
Miner2. One is an event about Chile Earthquake called Dataset1, in which all
articles are about Chile Earthquake happened in February, 2010. Another is

2 http://newminer.net
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about various kinds of intranational news, Dataset2 containing various news in
our country. The last data set is a collection about three events including Qing-
hai Earthquake, Two Sessions in 2013 and Tsinghua University, named Dataset3.
Dataset1 and Dataset2 have 632 and 700 news articles respectively, Dataset3 has
1800 articles. We preprocess the data by 1) word segmentation and entity recog-
nition with ICTCLAS which has been mentioned in section 2, 2) removing stop
words. Afterwards, there are 5482 words, 1657 entities in Dataset1, 15862 words,
5357 entities in Dataset2 and 19597 words, 10981 entities in Dataset3.

CorrLDA2 has been proven more effective in entity prediction [6]. Therefore,
we evaluate ECTM’s performance by perplexity taking LDA and CorrLDA2
as baselines [4]. To further analyze the entity topics generated using different
models, we measure with average entropy of entity topics computed as Equation
3 and average sKL between each pair of entity topics according to Equation 4.
Finally, we analyze and compare overall results of different models.

4.2 Perplexity

Perplexity is usually used to evaluate a topic model’s ability to fit data. All topic
models presented in this paper use gibbs sampling for estimation and inference.
The prior α is set to be 50/K, so is μ, 50/K̃, β is set to be 0.1, empirically [20]. In
terms of topic number K, we empirically determine by choosing the value where
the perplexity is lowest. Here, we conduct 10-fold cross validation and take the
average perplexity of ten times as final performance. Each time, we choose 90%
as training data and the remaining 10% as test data for which we calculate the
perplexity. We choose different number of topics to get the perplexity curves of
LDA as shown in Figure 4.

We can see from Figure 4, the best topic numbers for three data sets are 10,
35 and 45 respectively. Applying the topic number in CorrLDA2 and ECTM, we
determine the number of entity topics where the perplexity is lowest. The best
entity topic numbers are 10, 30, 35 for Dataset1, Dataset2, Dataset3 separately.
In Table 2, we list corresponding perplexity with three models in different data
sets.

Table 2. Perplexity

LDA CorrLDA2 ECTM

Dataset1 2991.9535 1508.8008 1412.5654

Dataset2 19805.3647 11593.1167 10415.7223

Dataset3 26230.7089 14891.4707 13544.4122

It can be apparently seen that our proposed model has lowest perplexity,
which shows ECTM performs well. The reason behind that may be it is more
reasonable for news article writing with entities going first. When one is going to
write a news article, he should determine the person, organization, time, location
that he’s going to write about first, then what happened with the named entities.
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Fig. 4. Perplexity of LDA on Topic Trends

4.3 Evaluation of Entity Topic

As both CorrLDA2 and ECTM have entity topic which is a distribution of
entities. We set a probabilistic threshold and for each entity topic, we consider
entities whose probability is larger than threshold belonging to the entity topic.
Then we calculate the average entropy of all entity topics and average sKL for
each topic pair to evaluate the entity clustering performance of different models.
The results computed according to Equation 3 and Equation 4 are shown in
Table 3. The equations of entropy and sKL are shown as below:

Entropyof(Topic) = −
∑
z

p(z)
∑
e

pz(e) log2[pz(e)] . (3)

sKL(i, j) =

Ñ∑
e=1

[β̃ie log2
β̃ie

β̃je

+ β̃je log2
β̃je

β̃ie

] . (4)

As we all know, lower entropy and higher sKL means better clustering of
entities with small distance within entity topic and large distance between top-
ics. From Table 3, we find that ECTM performs better than CorrLDA2 except
Dataset1 with threshold 0.001 and 0.01 and Dataset 2 with threshold 0.0001. For
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Table 3. Entropy and sKL

Entropy
sKL

0.0001 0.001 0.01

CorrLDA2 ECTM CorrLDA2 ECTM CorrLDA2 ECTM CorrLDA2 ECTM

Dataset1 0.9540 0.3340 0.0784 0.3244 0.0553 0.2841 7.6710 7.8022

Dataset2 2.4365 3.1221 0.0457 0.0251 0.0710 0.0171 3.2836 4.3278

Dataset3 0.0444 0.0331 0.0427 0.0369 0.0295 0.0219 2.7085 4.2780

(a) Results on Dataset1 (b) Results on Dataset2

Fig. 5. Results of ECTM

Dataset1, the reason may be entity topics are very similar in an event collection.
While for Dataset2, the reason is that the threshold is too low to be reasonable.
In terms of sKL, we find for all data sets, even Dataset1, ECTM gets larger sKL
between topics.

4.4 Analysis and Comparison of Results

In this section, we will display and analyze the results of topic modeling applied
in three different data sets. To show the ability of ECTM to organize news
articles as distributions over entity topics, where entity topic is a distribution
over word topics, we show part of modeling results on Dataset1 and Dataset2 in
Figure 5.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of CorrLDA2 and ECTM

In Figure 5(a), we can see ”��”, ”��”, ”���” these entities in the entity
topic. We can judge the entity topic is about both China and Chile Earthquake.
As expected, the entity topic is 73 percent talking about Chinese people situation
in earthquake and 16 percent talking about Chile earthquake, which is shown
on the edges. The top 15 words in a topic is listed below the topic label. It is
unsurprising that we see ”��” in the word topic under the entity topic with
many entities such as ”��”, ”���”, ”�������” implying China.

In Figure 5(b), ”��” includes entities like ”���”, ”��” and is almost
only related to the word topic ”����”�However, the entity topic ” ��”
is almost 60% about ”����” and 30% about ”����” as shown in the
figure. From those results, ECTM shows its ability to cluster entities and mine
entities-related word topics.

We briefly compare ECTM’s experimental results on Dataset1 and Dataset2
with CorrLDA2. The left is result of CorrLDA2 and the right is result of ECTM
where result is presented with word topics above of most related group of entities.
We choose almost the same word topic and pick up corresponding closely related
entity topic representing by top 15 entities. As mentioned previously, ECTM is
more powerful than CorrLDA2 in clustering entities and extracting entities-
related word topics. We will illustrate this in following Figure 6.

We can see that ECTM clusters entities which are closely related to ”��”,
while corrLDA2 clusters all countries related with ”����” on Dataset1. For
Dataset2, the results of CorrLDA2 are worse. For one side, as ”��” should be
related with ”����” where he was buried, the entities under the entity topic
are not as relevant as those generated by ECTM. For another side, the words
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included in the word topic, ”��” are also not accurate by the reason of some
unrelated words such as ”��”, ”��” and so on.

4.5 Experimental Observations

In summary, our model, ECTM has three advantages. Firstly, it has lower per-
plexity than LDA and CorrLDA2. Secondly, ECTM mines hidden entity topic
with better performance, specifically lower entropy and higher sKL than Cor-
rLDA2. Lastly, ECTM extracts entities-related word topics as described in pre-
vious subsection, presenting correlation among entities, words and topics. Nev-
ertheless, previous models cannot show entities related words and word topics
directly.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we address the problem of extracting correlation among entities,
words and topics. We develop a new entity-centered topic model, ECTM which
samples entity first and then samples words according to already-sampled super
entity topics. Therefore, ECTM models news collection entity topics which are
mixtures of word topics. Through experiments, we find ECTM better in cluster-
ing entities and mining entities-related word topics than state-of-the-art entity
topic model CorrLDA2.

Entity has become an eye-catching word now. Various aspects about entity has
been researched. Incorporating entities into news topic modeling is a challenging
problem. There are still many potential future work. For example, we can develop
hierarchial entity topic models to mine correlation between entities and topics.
We can also research about different models fitting different news collections,
specifically, what model fits a news event collection and what model fits collection
with various topics.
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